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How to Teach
Your Kid
to Ride a Bike
Patrick Van Der Tuin
knows bikes. The executive director of nonprofit
BWorks (bworks.org),
he’s provided cycles
and taught biking basics to thousands of St.
Louis kids, including his
14-month-old son, who’s
already traded the baby
walker for two wheels.

Time Travel
A guided tour of the North Riverfront TraiL

When Tim Tucker isn’t negotiating land deals for

Beyond Housing, a local community development
agency, the affable amateur historian is likely to be
pedaling the North Riverfront Trail, his eyes rarely
pointed straight ahead. He says the trail offers a
microcosm of the history of the city, and there’s so
much to see. We took the 22-mile-round-trip tour
with Tucker, our heads on a swivel.

At the actual Chain of Rocks, look for kayakers shooting the rapids, which can be deceptively high. And keep an eye out for Mississippi Mike, who schedules float trips from the
Old Chain of Rocks Bridge to the Arch.

One of the few hills along
the route is a river bluff that
was the site of the former
Chain of Rocks Amusement
Park, remnants of which can
still be seen in the woods.
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Flat sections of the Mississippi
Flyway are comfortable places
for birds to rest. “White pelicans
seem to prefer a warm, shallow
pond on the south end of the city
waterworks,” Tucker says. “One
day this spring, I saw easily two
to three thousand of them there.”

Across the bridge and off
to the right is Chouteau
Island, which Tucker calls
“one of the best-kept
secrets in the area. Petrified wood is everywhere,
gemstones that have
washed downriver, arrowheads, stones of all kinds…
There are nesting pairs of
bald eagles there—resident birds. There are sand
dunes and a beach. You
can fly kites.”

Find a Fit

It might be tempting
to give Junior his older
brother’s bike. Don’t.
Instead, visit a reputable
bike shop to find the
right fit, considering the
wheel size and saddle
height. (And don’t forget
to grab a helmet.)

Bob Cassilly transformed the site of a former cement factory
into Cementland, which Tucker, Cassilly's longtime friend, calls
“an industrial sculpture wonderland, an outdoor City Museum.”
In 2011, Cassilly was killed when the bulldozer he was driving
flipped, and the project has been in limbo ever since.

A symbol of the Underground
Railroad, the Mary Meachum Freedom Crossing is where, in 1855,
nine slaves boarded a small boat
determined to reach the free state
of Illinois. Authorities and slave
owners were waiting for them on
the other side.

Skip the
Training Wheels

“You’re teaching kids to
teeter back and forth
on the bike, and they’re
concentrating on the
pedaling aspect,” Van
Der Tuin says. “That’s
the last thing they need
to pick up.”

Strike a Balance

Many youngsters begin with balance bikes,
without pedals or a
drive train. They’ll walk
with the bike beneath
them—à la Fred Flintstone—and eventually
begin to kick faster and
coast with both feet off
the ground. It’s a similar
principle with a full-size
bike: Kids can kick their
feet, then coast, then
kick…going a bit farther
each time.
“Realize that they might
not get it the first day,”
Van Der Tuin says. “Stop
before it becomes taxing, and they get frustrated with it, so it’s still
an enjoyable activity.”

The Laclede Power Co.
building, now vacant, originally supplied electricity to
the 1904 World’s Fair. Developers hope to convert it into
a visitor center for the trail,
but it may be demolished to
make room for a new
football stadium.
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Susan Trautman

56 / executive director
Great Rivers Greenway

“Being outdoors is an essential part of my life. One of my favorite experiences
is being on the Rock Hollow Trail in the Meramec Greenway, when the bluebells
bloom each spring. There are thousands of them—a fleeting moment of nature’s
awe before they disappear until next year.”
Photography by Paul Nordmann, Johnny Pelhank, Kevin A. Roberts, courtesy of greatriversgreenway.org

For the Cocktail Drinker:

In the shade of a tall sugar maple
at Planter’s House are a dozen
wrought-iron tables flanked by
herb-filled planter boxes. What this
casual image doesn’t show is the
city’s most creative cocktails.
plantershousestl.com.
For the Wine-Drinking Couple:

Though the out-front seating at
Robust’s flagship in Webster Groves
remains wildly popular, tables of two
dominate the shotgun-style side
patio at the wine bar’s Edwardsville
location. We understand why—wine
and romance are the perfect pairing.
robustwinebar.com/Edwardsville.
For Pretending You’re in
Italy: When a restaurant’s patio,

The Trestle Project is an
abandoned railroad line that
developers hope to turn into
an elevated parkway similar
to the High Line in
New York City.

Keep It Fun

Outdoor
Patios

DOWNTOWN
ST. LOUIS

An undulating 3-D
mural on the floodwall depicts the
area’s river creatures and wildlife.

like the one at Sapore Italian Cafe,
is located far enough from the
street that you can hear only the
water gurgling in its fountain, diners
take notice. When Paul Buzzetta’s
Linguette Sapore del Mare is part
of the deal, diners return. sapore
italiancafe.com.
For Pretending You’re in
France: The finest courtyards in

Rootwad Park, with
surreal turtle and
snake sculptures by
Bob Cassilly, incorporates streetcar
rails and river salvage that complement the industrial
nature of the site.

Europe are often obscured, and so
it is in St. Louis: Scape’s ivy-flanked
patio is one we recommend for
everything from a romantic brunch
or dinner to watching a Cardinals
game while burrowed into a comfy
couch. scapestl.com.
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Hit Me,I̕m Irish

Bike toWork
Green commuting with style
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Hurling is the best sport of which you’ve never heard.

If you gave some 10-year-olds a bin of random

sports equipment and told them to invent a game,
6.5m
they might come up with something like hurling. It’s
like baseball, if everyone on the field had bats. The
goals are like a cross between soccer and football.
Certain aspects would be familiar to fans of lacrosse
7m
or rugby. But hurling isn’t derivative; it’s ancient, having been invented in Ireland some 3,000 years ago.
2.5m
The St. Louis Gaelic Athletic Club (stlhurling.com)
teaches this peculiar sport to Midwesterners. “It’s
the greatest sport that America doesn’t know about,”
says local player and club member Mike Hertfelder.
6.5m

The goals are, essentially, football
uprights attached to the top of a soccer goal. A shot over the crossbar and
between the goalposts, often smacked
from long range like a baseball home
run, scores one point. Putting the ball
into the net, which is defended by a
goaltender, is worth three.

1pt
7m

3

pts

The ball, called a sliotar, is hard like a
baseball and about the same size, though
its seams stick out more. Each player
wears a helmet and carries a stick, called
a hurley. The hurley has a handle at one
end and a wide, flattened face at the
other for striking the ball.

2.5m

A player may take four steps with the ball
in his hand, after which he has options:
He may execute a hand pass, which is
like a slap. He may hit the ball with the
hurley. Or he may balance the ball on
his hurley and carry it forward, a daring
maneuver called a solo. Once a player
switches the ball from his hand to his
hurley, he may then transfer it back to his
hand to take four more steps, though this
may be done only once (for a maximum
of eight steps with the ball in hand).

The game is divided
into two 30-minute
halves. The clock continues
to run even when the ball
goes out of play, and there
are no timeouts.

The game is physical,
but overt violence will
be whistled as a foul. The
victim is then given a free,
basically an open shot with
his hurley.

Specialized
Flux Elite
headlight
$175. Mesa Cycles.

A ball on the ground
may not be picked up
with a bare hand, but it may
be kicked, hit with the hurley,
or flicked up into the hand
with the hurley. A ball in the
air may be caught.

For Popping the Question:

Just east of the Muny in Forest
Park is a hushed green clearing with
a stream that courses through it.
Dip a toe in the water, enjoy a beverage atop one of many flat rocks,
and ask the important question—
then return every year to reminisce.
Specialized
Flux Expert
taillight
$100. Mesa Cycles.
Specialized Deflect H2O
commuter jacket
$160. Mesa Cycles, 1035 S. Big Bend, 314-645-4447,
mesacycles.com.

A player may score the
ball with the hurley or
with a kick, but hand-passing into the goal is prohibited. After a score, the goalie
initiates play with a free
shot, humorously referred to
as a puck-out.

Outdoor
Dates

For Your Anniversary: The

second-floor terrace at Element has
many great tables, but none is better than No. 30, a corner perch with
an unobstructed view of the Arch
and downtown. The perspective
is unlike any other, and the food is
equally memorable. elementstl.com.
For an Extra-Special Anniversary: There can be a long wait

for a weekend reservation at Stone
Soup Cottage, Carl and Nancy
O’Connell’s farm-to-fork Cottleville
hideaway. But if your special day
falls during the week, ask the couple
nicely and, romantics that they are,
they’ll cook you a specially tailored
meal. stonesoupcottage.com.

Blackburn interlock
rear bike rack
$119.99. Sunset Cyclery,
10748 Sunset Hills Plaza, 314-966-5505,
sunsetcyclery.com.

For Baseball Fans: The fare at

Blackburn local
rear pannier bag
$79.99. Sunset Cyclery.

Traditionally, each team has 15 men, but the local club plays with fewer. Likewise, a standard hurling
pitch is roughly 160 yards long and 100 yards wide, but the St. Louis club uses a smaller area.
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Death in the Afternoon is excellent,
but when the Cardinals have a day
game at home, it gets even better.
Grab a patio seat and you’ll hear
birds in the trees and Birds fans in
the nearby stands. And if one of the
Cards jacks a home run, well, you
know what sound you’ll hear next.
deathintheafternoonstl.com.
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Outdoor
Movie Nights

Fly Fish

Tool s for becoming an expert angler

How to Play
Golf—Sans
Ball or Clubs
Trade in the irons. Pick
up some discs. Scott
Galvin, president of the
River City Flyers disc
golf club (stlouisdisc
golfclub.com), made the
switch more than two
decades ago, and he
hasn’t looked back.

Fishpond brim hat
$34.95. T. Hargrove Fly Fishing,
9024 Manchester, 314-968-4223,
thargrove.com.

Putt First

For the Toy Fanatic: Every-

thing is awesome! The LEGO Movie—
that Oscar-snubbed animated film
about a lyrically inclined construction worker—plays at Chesterfield
Amphitheater, 8–9:30 p.m. on June 5.

Holschlag’s Blockhead
Popper fly,
$3.49. Feather-Craft Fly Fishing, 8307 Manchester, 314-963-7876, feather-craft.com.

Ready for Battle

For the Birder: Not to be

mistaken for Lynyrd Skynyrd’s power
ballad, Free Birds is the 2013 flick
about time-traveling turkeys determined to alter a certain Thanksgiving
tradition. The movie plays at Lake St.
Louis’ Boulevard Park Amphitheater
at 8:30 p.m. on June 12.

Struggle in the mud. recover with wine.
Black Grim Reaper fly
$4.99. Feather-Craft Fly Fishing.

The last time we wrote about the Battlegrounds at Cedar Lake, we heard excuses. “I don’t have
time to train,” you stammered. Well, fair warning: The next race is in October, which gives you
ample opportunity to peel your backside off the couch. The largest local mud run course packs
30-plus obstacles into 5 messy miles, and afterward you can toast your feat at the adjoining winery.

For the Baseball Fan: Few

baseball movie scenes are as iconic
as the final home run in this 1984
classic. Experience the wonder
of baseball with The Natural at
St. Charles County Heritage
Museum at sunset on June 20.

Echo Ion fly rod, reel,
and case outfit
$289.95. Feather-Craft Fly Fishing.

For the YOUNG Baseball Fan:

At Ballpark Village, watch as Scotty
Smalls learns the American pastime,
tames the Beast, and secures his
place in ’90s pop-culture lore, while
your own little one dreams of playing
next door. The Sandlot starts at
7 p.m. on September 14.

Feather-Craft
Meramec River chest pack
$49.95. Feather-Craft Fly Fishing.

DROP ZONE
In the Drop Zone, you’ll
jump from a platform
into a 15-foot pool
of water, then swim,
crawl, and struggle
your way back out.

PERILOUS
PONTOON BRIDGE

THE TORDEDO
LAUNCHER

New this year, the Perilous Pontoon Bridge is
a 100-yard dash across
the murky surface of a
pond, atop artificial lily
pads. Don’t fall in.

The Torpedo Launcher
sends you, the human
torpedo, up a 100-foot
ladder, then down a
long slide.

THE GANTLET
You’ll navigate a series
of obstacles while suspended over a pool of
water, like on Wipeout.
Don’t, because this is
near the finish line—
everyone is watching.

have struck more fear into the hearts
of Americans than Jaws. Let the
iconic theme music get your heart
pumping in front of the Saint Louis
Art Museum at 9 p.m. on July 17.

Dawn Harper-Nelson
Bill Karduck fishing net
$150. Outdoors Inc., 9755 Clayton, 314-997-5866.
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Throw Naturally

Some athletes have
adapted their throwing
techniques from other
sports. Baseball players, for instance, might
sling a disc sidearm by
pinching it between
their middle and pointer
fingers and thumb.

Set a Course

Among the parks with
top-notch facilities:
Jefferson Barracks,
Creve Coeur, Endicott,
Willmore, and Sioux Passage. Galvin’s favorite
hole? No. 13 at Sioux
Passage, a long par 3
running downhill—in
fact, it’s the same hill
where St. Louisans
have long sledded on
ice blocks.

AVOID THE F WORD

For the Land-Lover: Few movies

60

As in regular golf, there
are drivers, midrange
discs, and putters. Newbies should opt for the
putter. “It’s the easiest
disc to control. Gateway
Disc Sports (gdstour.
com) is a great place to
pick up equipment
and pointers.

Photography by Kevin A. Roberts, JJ Lane, courtesy of the Saint Louis Art Museum

30 / Olympic gold medalist
100-meter hurdles

“Frank Holten Park [a state park in East St. Louis] is a special place for me,
because I grew up training there for cross-country. My mom and I would also go
for runs there and play in the little playgrounds. Now my husband and I go there to
play golf. It really has a sense of home. I know it like the back of my hand.”
Photography by Jeff Lewis, courtesy of The Battlegrounds

It’s a disc, not a
Frisbee—though even
Galvin slips sometimes.
“I think Frisbee is proprietary,” he says with
a laugh after catching
himself. “I’ve been playing for so long, and I
still do it.”
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Eastern bluebird
New York and Missouri
don’t have much in
common, but they do
share this bug-eating
state bird.

GEAR

03

Cardinal
Often found in St. Louis
back yards, this is the
only bird with 11 World
Series titles.

STANDUP PADDLE

Blue jay
These smart, sometimes aggressive birds
love backyard feeders.
Males and females look
identical.

Trip to Hawaii sugge sted but not required
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D
05

04

American robin
These birds used to be
called “red-breasted,”
until capricious ornithologists decided to
change the name.

F

06

Yellow-rumped
warbler
Technically, multiple
distinct bird types are
lumped together under
this heading, but their
colorful backsides are
remarkable by any name.

07

G

House finch
These invasive birds
like to build nests on
porches or decks, and
their poor housekeeping
makes a big mess.

09

H

E

Eurasian tree
sparrow
Though this bird isn’t
native to the region, it’s
found in St. Louis and
few other places. Birders from across the nation come here hoping
to see one.

I

Carolina wren
One of these precocious
birds (who are recognized by the white stripe
on the head) built a nest
in Tossing’s barbecue
pit last year.

08

Indigo bunting
Found in forests or on
open plains, these seedeating birds are known
for the male’s brilliant
blue color.

J

10

K

For the Athlete: Sure, you know

Peregrine falcon
These bird-eating birds,
once endangered, have
made a remarkable
comeback and can be
seen soaring over downtown or in Clayton.

13

12

American
goldfinch
These seed-eaters are
known for the males’
bright-yellow plumage
during mating season.

Red-tailed hawk
These predators can be
seen hunting in Forest
and Carondelet parks
for rodents or even
snakes.

N
M

Test Your Bird Brain
The 100-year-old St. Louis Audubon Society
knows its wrens from its robins.
Ever watched a robin dig up a worm? Or a bluebird build a nest? Or a falcon soar majestically
overhead? You don’t have to be ready for a Big Year—in which birders try to spot as many species
as possible in a single annum—to get a kick out of watching birds. The St. Louis Audubon Society,
which celebrates its centennial this year, will host a free beginner bird walk on June 6 at Forest
Park. Study up with this quiz, designed with help from society president Linda Tossing, and you’ll
be at the head of the class.
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Outdoor
Classes
For the Animal Lover: How can
you pass up the chance to sleep
inside Sea Lion Sound’s tunnel?
Learn how the Saint Louis Zoo
cares for its critters, and compete in
a scavenger hunt. $75 members, $80
nonmembers. Adults only. June 20,
Aug. 8, Sept. 26. stlzoo.org.

Red-bellied
woodpecker
This bird’s name is misleading—the bright-red
patch is actually on its
head.

L
11

Sea to Summit Ultra-Flex
men’s water booties
$36.95. REI, 1703 S. Brentwood,
314-918-1004, rei.com.

Illustrations courtesy of John James Audubon/Audubon.org

Answer Key: 01-F / 02-I / 03-C / 04-E / 05-K / 06-G / 07-J / 08-L / 09-H / 10-N / 11-D / 12-M / 13-B

C

Seattle Sports eSUP
deck bag
$29.95. REI.

how to juggle a paddle and Koozie
while floating down the Meramec.
But if you want to get serious about
rowing, consider a Learn to Row
class with the St. Louis Rowing
Club. $275. stlouisrowingclub.com.

Aqua-Bound
Freedom four-piece
adjustable paddle
$164.95. The Alpine Shop,
multiple locations, 888-347-2879,
alpineshop.com.

For the Tree Hugger: Is that
a maple or an oak? Where better to learn the difference than the
Missouri Botanical Garden, which
hosts Easy Tree I.D. for Beginners?
$84 members, $100 nonmembers.
June 2, 9, 16. mobot.org.
For the Birder: On the first

Saturday of every month, Forest
Park Forever and the St. Louis
Audubon Society host beginner bird
walks. Trek through our grandest
green space, led by birding experts.
Free. forestparkforever.org.

BIC SUP Air 10 foot, 6 inch
paddleboard
$949.95. The Alpine Shop.

Photography courtesy of supstlouis.com

For the Yogi: As if a backbend
isn’t challenging enough, try holding
the pose on a paddleboard. SUP
St. Louis hosts yoga classes at
Simpson Lake on Wednesdays and
Sundays. $30. supstlouis.com.
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Camp

How to
Make Love
Outdoors

Essential s for a weekend in the woods

How to Build a
Cookfire—Without Cheating

You’ll find lyrical
descriptions in D.H.
Lawrence novels, but for
more practical guidance,
we went to master naturalist Susan Harbaugh.

Toss the accelerant. Kick aside that
chimney starter. Paul
Leicht, a former Scoutmaster who’s now the
Gravois Trail district
commissioner, played
Prometheus for us.
Here’s his method.

Think Camo

“Blend in,” urges
Harbaugh. “Look for
cover, such as tall prairie
grasses, hedges, and
rock formations. Invasive honeysuckle can
also be your friend. But
do watch out for ticks.”

Build It

Marmot Limestone 4P tent
$339. REI, 1703 S. Brentwood, 314-918-1004, rei.com.

Find a Flat Place

Look for somewhere
mossy, maybe, and free
from pebbles, sand,
gnarled roots, or nuts.
“Those the furry critters
desire,” Harbaugh adds,
“hickory nuts, walnuts,
acorns.” Not only will
they leave bruises, but
it also kills the mood
when you have to fight a
squirrel for his snack.

Leaves of Three,
Let Them Be

“Never, ever, do you
want poison ivy to
come anywhere near
your private parts,” she
murmurs. Its berries are
white, and its glossy
leaves split into three
teardrop shapes.

To save Dad’s bar, these brothers built a dreamy field.
One thing often leads to another, and in this

Platypus GravityWorks 4-liter
water filter
$119.99. Cabela’s, 5555 St.
Louis Mills, 314-225-0100,
cabelas.com.

Goal Zero Lighthouse 250 USB power
hub and lantern
$89.99. Cabela’s.

Lightning’s
Frightening

As romantic as it is to
be spontaneous, do
check the weather forecast. “You don’t want to
be drowned with your
bloomers down,”
Harbaugh cautions.

Debug with Caution

“Consider bug spray, but
also consider where it
might land. DEET can
melt plastic,” she says.
“Let’s just not think
about what it could do
to your nether regions.”
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Wiffle Ball Heaven

Pinnacle Dualist
cookware set
$64.95. The Alpine Shop,
multiple locations,
888-347-2879, alpineshop.com.

case, the one thing was a tornado. The twister
struck on Good Friday in 2011, destroying the
Penalty Box sports bar in Overland. Ken Nevins
rebuilt his business in O’Fallon, Missouri, but
few of his old customers followed, and new ones
proved scarce. Then his sons came up with an
idea—out of left field, pun intended—to build a
Wiffle Ball stadium. Borrowed from Kevin Costner, the business plan was basically, “If you build
it, they will come.” It worked. Opened last year
by Joe and Shawn Nevins, Yellowbatz brought
in crowds of players, corporate sponsors, and
attention from local and national media. The
St. Louis Post-Dispatch likened the facility to a
real-life Field of Dreams.
Designed as an ode to Sportsman’s Park, the
stadium, which boasts a manicured infield, white

baselines, and a home run fence (102 feet to
center field), sure beats the back yard for a kid’s
birthday party. Nightly leagues bring in adults
ages 18 to 70, including some diehards who take
Wiffle Ball very seriously, throwing nasty curves
and smacking long home runs with the plastic
bats. “I ended up having to practice in my back
yard over the summer just so I could play,” Joe
says of the inaugural season. “I was, like, I can’t
own this thing and be so bad.”
This year, Yellowbatz installed a new playing surface and added a replica Sportsman’s
Park scoreboard. The fictional field of dreams
brought old baseball players back to life. This
version probably won’t, but it just might awaken
your inner child. “It’s just such an innocent pleasure that people get enjoyment out of at all ages,”
Joe says. “The experiences are so awesome.”

As a base, crisscross dry
twigs. They’ll keep your
fire off the ground. Form
a teepee with small
sticks. When it’s about
1 foot tall, add a second
layer of medium-size
sticks (½ to 1 inch in
diameter). Then split a
log into wedges and use
these bigger pieces for
the teepee’s outer layer.

Light It

“Your fire should light
with one match,” Leicht
promises. If it does,
you’re a proper Scout.
You can almost-cheat
by making a little pile
of dryer lint (which
is frighteningly flammable) in the center of
your twigs…but that’s
not gonna earn you
any badges.

Cook With It

In about 20 minutes,
your teepee should have
collapsed into a nice
cookfire, the flames quieted, the charred wood
hot and ashy. “We do a
lot of foil-wrapped packets with hamburger or
stew meat and chopped
vegetables,” Leicht says.

Keep It Going

Grand Trunk double
parachute hammock
$69.99. The Alpine Shop.

Don Goedeker

61 / member of the Gateway Corkball Club
all-century team

He speaks of the corkball fields behind the club’s headquarters on Walsh Street
in South St. Louis: “Well, it’s not the Field of Dreams, that’s for sure, but you make
your own dreams. I started coming with my dad when I was 5. There’s a lot of camaraderie, and it’s taken extremely seriously and with much pride when you win.”

Kelty Dualist 34 sleeping bag
$109.95. REI.

Photography by Kevin A. Roberts

If you decide to tell
ghost stories around
the campfire all night,
just keep adding wood.
Maintain the teepee
shape—it allows a
natural draft to circulate
through the center of
the fire.
June 2015 stlmag.com
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Rock Climb

Gear that will get you to the top
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How to
Slackline
Mike May, who
describes himself as “a
climbing bum,” gave us
a tutorial on slacklining, the sport in which
people walk on not-sotight ropes suspended
between trees.

Set It Up

The wider 2-inch slacklines are best for beginners. Find a couple of
trees 10 to 15 feet apart.
Using the loop at the
end of the line, attach
it to the first tree, then
hook it to the other tree
with a second piece of
webbing and a ratchet.

Be Careful

Some parks have rules
against affixing things
to trees, so plan ahead
to stay out of trouble. To
avoid damaging trees,
always use protection: a
towel between the bark
and webbing.

Stand, Then Walk

Start out sitting on the
line with your dominant
foot in front of you, positioned at a slight angle.
Push down on the line
slightly to propel yourself up into a standing
position, placing your
other foot on the line in
front of you. Fall. Repeat.
Keep your arms extended wide, stand straight
up, and look forward.

Outdoor escape

Black Diamond half
dome helmet
$59.95. The Alpine Shop,
multiple locations,
888-347-2879, alpineshop.com.

Metolius Ultralight
Cylinder chalk bag
$22.50. REI, 1703 S. Brentwood,
314-918-1004, rei.com.

For the Art Appreciator:

Rows of white booths fill the giant
field near Eden Theological Seminary for Art&Air. Peruse fine art,
sample from food trucks, and enjoy
live music all weekend long. June
5–7, webster-arts.org/artair.

with its garden of the gods, Shawnee national
forest is the perfect place to commune with nature
As we hope these pages prove, there’s no need to leave St. Louis—or even your back yard—to experi-

La Sportiva Oxygym men’s
climbing shoes
$99. REI.

For the Sweet Tooth: In early

ence the natural world. But if you’re looking for something more rustic, we recommend a weekend trip
to the Garden of the Gods in Shawnee National Forest, about a 150-mile drive southeast into Illinois.
Formation
The gods spent
about 320 million
years tending this
garden. A great
uplift exposed
the sandstone
bedrock to the
elements, and centuries of erosion
created the beautiful formations
present today.

Hiking
Start with the easy
Observation Trail,
a quarter-mile
loop of natural
flagstone that
leads to the bluffs
and back. You
can also access
the River to River
Trail, which spans
160 miles and offers streams, cliffs,
hardwood forests,
pine stands, rock
overhangs, and
many scenic vistas.

Camping
The Pharaoh
Campground
includes 12 sites
available for a
$10 fee. There
are tables, grills,
and toilets. For
an even more wild
experience, leave
the recreation
area for primitive
camping in the
wilderness. It’s
free and allowed
within the forest.
Leave no trace.

Coordinates
Directions are
available online. If
you’re the sort of
outdoors enthusiast who navigates
using coordinates,
the Garden is at 37
degrees 60 minutes north latitude
and 88 degrees
38 minutes west
longitude.

June, take a trip down I-55 for the
Kimmswick Strawberry Festival:
strawberry shortcake, chocolatecovered strawberries, strawberry
wine… You get the idea. June 6 & 7,
visitkimmswick.com.

Fun word
A spire of rock
resembling a
totem pole, with
a large knob on
top, is sometimes
called a tent rock
or a fairy chimney,
but we prefer the
term “hoodoo,” a
word also used in
folk magic. You’ll
also find the Camel
Rock, Anvil Rock,
and Devil’s Smokestack in the Garden of the Gods.

Mammut Ophir 3 men’s slide
climbing harness
$54.95. REI.

Blue Water 8-millimeterby-65-meter pulldown cord and tag line
$134. REI.
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For the Patriot: First, there are

the acts: Kool & the Gang, Melissa
Etheridge, Blondie… Then there are
the fireworks. But one more reason
to visit Fair St. Louis is that it’s back
in Forest Park. July 2–4. fairsaint
louis.org.
For the Quaint of Heart:

At Festival of the Little Hills,
wander the brick-paved Main Street
of historic St. Charles, where you’ll
find crafts, food, and music. August
21–23, festivalofthelittlehills.com.

Go Wild

Most things you can
do on a trampoline, you
can do on a slackline,
including flips and the
"butt bounce." There are
slacklining competitions,
people use slacklines
as a workout tool, and
there’s even slackline
yoga. Nothing clears the
mind quite like trying
not to fall on your face.

Outdoor
Festivals

For the World Traveler:

Ian Anderson

31 / co-owner
Climb So iLL rock-climbing gym

“I’m a rock climber, so for me, Elephant Rocks State Park is just incredible. I go because of the beautiful house-sized granite boulders. Every Christmas morning, I go
there and try to climb as many boulders as I can. I’ll climb until my fingers bleed.
Rain or snow, I’m going.”
Photography by Taylor Reed, Evan Endicott, Kevin A. Roberts, Wayne Crosslin/International Institute

Black
Diamond ATCXP belayrappel device
$21.95. The Alpine
Shop.

Mad Rock
Concorde
Quickdraw
$10.95. The Alpine
Shop.

Where better to bring the world together for the Festival of Nations—
with music, food, and crafts from
around the globe—than in Tower
Grove Park, near the melting pot
that is South Grand? August 29 &
30. festivalofnationsstl.org. 
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